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Abstract: Classical geotechnical engineering limit element analysis method is widely used, but it is not suitable for heterogeneous materials. In particular, the finite element method should be used to analyze the strength of the loess slope. With the development of computer technology, it is possible to utilize computer technology to finite element analysis on the strength of loess slope. This paper introduce the limit analysis finite element method basic principle, including the definition of safety factor, rock and soil as a whole lost stability judgment method, the experimental data show that the method possessed good effect to loess landslide prediction.

Theoretical Introduction of Limit Analysis FEM

D Limit analysis is an important branch of geotechnical engineering stability analysis with slip line method and limit equilibrium analysis compared rigorous theoretical basis, while eliminating the need to solve the ultimate load as finite element or finite difference methods using incremental method while direct solution to the ultimate load.

Because finite element limit analysis method of the safety factor defined in terms of geotechnical engineering failure state occurs varies. As a class side (sliding) slope geotechnical engineering since the majority affected by the environment, geotechnical strength decreases, resulting in side (sliding) slope instability and failure. The introduction of the foundation or slope limit state, there are two ways: First, the incremental load, such as seeking the ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation; the second is strength reduction, such as safety factor of the slope [1].

Currently, the standard soil destruction as the following: figurines of slipping through the region, indicating that the slip plane have reached the limit equilibrium state of each point. Finite element calculation does not converge to characterize the soil has been destroyed. Flag damage soil should be unlimited sliding movement of soil, then soil slip plane strain and displacement mutation and unlimited development. Application of FEM limit analysis conditions need to be met: there must be a mature and reliable finite element program; for practical constitutive model and yield strength criterion; the establishment of the calculation range, boundary conditions, meshing and other finite element model of the calculation parameters settings to meet the finite element calculation accuracy.

Advantages of Limit Analysis FEM

Numerical limit analysis method for solving process with traditional methods, calculated using strict ideal elastoplastic numerical method for the numerical calculation, by continuously reducing the material strength or load increases, so that in the final numerical calculation to destroy the state, this when the destruction of white face automatically generated and issued destroy information. Thus it does not presuppose failure surface, to destroy the strength reduction factor is stable when the safety factor, load is reached ultimate load at failure [2]. Fig.1 shows the advantages of limit analysis FEM.
The limit analysis FEM has both numerical methods and the advantages of the classical limit analysis method, numerical method has both advantages and wide adaptability, but also has the advantage of close limit analysis of loess slope design, practical. When using finite element strength reduction solving safety factor, without assuming that the shape and position of the sliding surface, but also without the slice, but is automatically determined by the program slip surface and strength reserve safety factor. Solving the ultimate bearing capacity finite element method overload, do not assume the position of failure surface and gives answers to the theory, and the program automatically given by the destruction mechanism and ultimate bearing capacity.

Numerical analysis method has various advantages, it is possible for complex topography, and geologic conditions would limit the variety of geotechnical engineering calculation, geometry from engineering, boundary conditions and material unevenness and the like. Consider stress-strain relationship can provide stress, strain, displacement and plastic zone and other forces and deformation of all the information. To consider the interaction of rock and soil and supporting structure, the simulated excavation process and progressive failure. The limit analysis method can use the power of internationally accepted procedures, the calculated results are accurate, clearly expressed, practical, convenient, which will lead to a major reform of geotechnical design methods, so it is a quite promising computing method [3].

**Application in Slope Engineering**

Currently, the limit of finite element analysis method is mainly used side (sliding) slope stability calculation and control engineering calculations. Anti-dumping layered rock slope, when the inclination is large rock, often prone to toppling. Because of the larger rock inclination, to produce the anti-dumping layered rock slope outside the bending deformation, cracking and breaking destruction, dump side slope instability.

Slope stabilization wedge is a typical three-dimensional limit equilibrium problem, undermining wedge combination of two sets of structural planes and free face together. Were investigated geometry symmetrical and asymmetrical wedge two cases, its geometry, physical parameters, the material parameter. Finite element modeling, simulation press have weak layer thickness of the surface structure. Press spatial model calculations yield criterion using M-C guidelines or D-P guidelines Mohr-Coulomb equivalent area circle DP3 guidelines, safety factor finite element strength reduction method. When there are multiple sets of dumping to the slope surface structure, especially in the presence of approximately vertical surface structure, easy to block rock-fall occurred. A set of main vertical structural plane, another group of obliquity of 200, calculated using the discrete element method, there has been mass collapse destroyed [4]. Fig. 2 shows the failure characteristics of tilting loess slope.
Side slope occurs mainly along the three-dimensional structure of the wedge surface\textsuperscript{[5]}, the performance of the sliding broken field. Symmetric wedge model calculation as follows: the equivalent plastic strain diagram. Press the safety factor finite element strength reduction obtained was 1.283, the safety factor calculated according to the conventional method was 1.293, and the calculation error is 1%. Fig.3 shows the equivalent plastic strain of asymmetry wedge body.

**Improve the Calculation Accuracy**

In order to achieve accuracy, the general must meet the following conditions: to have a mature and reliable, powerful finite element program, especially the choice of internationally recognized generic programs that safe and reliable function and versatility. There are practical for geotechnical constitutive model and the strength criterion\textsuperscript{[6]}. For example, calculation range, boundary conditions, meshing, etc. can improve the finite element calculation accuracy. This experienced personnel calculation is not difficult, but some lack the computing experience that computing staff often due to improper handling resulting in insufficient accuracy. By the side slope numerical example presented below to the range of meshing process.

Boundary values in FEM calculation results have a greater opening to the Movies. When the slope angle of the distance to the left boundary of 1.5 times higher slope, the top of the hill from the right border of the slope to 25 times higher, and the upper and lower boundaries of not less than 2 times the total height of the slope is high, accuracy is desirable. Must be considered appropriate mesh density, if meshing process, can also be an important part of the calculation of partial encryption, unimportant place, you can sparse some should be noted that from dense to sparse best to have a smooth transition, not sudden and dramatic change in cell size. Fig.4 shows the FEM model with local grid refinement.
Conclusions

The limit analysis FEM combines both numerical analysis and classical limit analysis method, and is particularly suitable for the analysis and design of geotechnical engineering. With the development of computer technology, geotechnical engineering finite element analysis method limit analysis is becoming a new branch. Because it may be the limiting analysis using finite element numerical analysis method operation, and have ready a large program available, thus expanding the scope of application of the limit analysis method. This method can be penetrating and non-penetrating jointed rock slope stability analysis, and can consider the impact of groundwater, the construction process can be considered interaction of various retaining structures and geotechnical material, which has a lot of advantages and application prospects.
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